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local taxes extra. has a great deal to do with that
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current supplied by your home
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subject to change without notice. electrical system. By 1953 alone
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sag, peel, of chip in the from the appraiser's viewpoint Lebanon, was the speaker and
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hottest or coldest weathers. has at least 40 per cent of © Gerberich and C. E. Ger-
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gets brittle . . . and is almost two the conductors and the vice and good cheer.

indestructible. main switch or circuit breaker, The new trolley cars made
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10 EAST MAIN ST., MOUNT JOY PHONE 3-3492 | this |” Jerry Sheetz. oldest son of

Open Daily 8 A. M. to 5 P. M. Except Wednesdays | Roy B. Sheetz, is quite a fisher- COM
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ty dessert recipe and make it/9.inch bass and an eel.

with rhubarb in season to re-| Christ Walters moved his is
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